
“I use Books24x7 whenever I 
need a quick answer or solution 
to a computing issue.  I log into 

Books24x7 before I use any 
other search engine or web site.  

The ITPro resources have been 
invaluable.”

SR. STAFF SOFTWARE ENGINEER, 
Lockheed Martin IS & GS

Delivering the ultimate in IT and technical reference 
ITPro™, an on-demand collection from Books24x7®, provides technology profes-
sionals with the ultimate solution for enhancing productivity, learning and refer-
ence. Subscribers receive complete access to the unabridged contents of thousands 
of books, documents and more in a fully searchable, Web-based environment. 

ITPro offers recent, relevant, best-in-class reference materials in the broadest and 
deepest information repository possible, ensuring that users can find the answers 
they need when they need them. Millions of IT and technical professionals around 
the world use ITPro to meet important business objectives, answer challenges and 
gain insight into the most current technologies, programs and practices.

Access to the full text of thousands of titles
For over 10 years ITPro has supported organizations in finding trusted informa-
tion “anywhere, anytime”. Highly optimized search capabilities, a Books24x7 On 
the Go™ mobile-accessible site, personal folders and customizable notes and 
bookmarks are all accommodated on the Books24x7 On Demand Platform. With 
Books24x7 users can search, browse and view every word, figure, table and code 
example from a vast array of titles, enabling them to:

•  Prepare for the latest certification exam objectives

•  Create standout Web pages and robust, scalable Web applications

•  Perform statistical methods, data-driven analytics and modeling

•  Network, troubleshoot and configure secure routers, clients and servers

Best-in-class 
content covering 
hundreds of 
technology topics

ITPro
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Value Added Benefits
Code Listings
Code segments within ITPro titles are 
fully searchable for any variable, 
expression, statement and more, 
allowing users to immediately apply 
results and efficiently develop 
applications.

New Title Notifications / RSS
Users are notified of new content 
added weekly by “New Title 
Notification” email alerts that can be 
personalized to provide information on 
only the topics they are interested in. 
RSS feeds enable users to be kept 
apprised of specific-interest titles 
without the need for email messages.

Industry Leading Publishers
ITPro commands the very best titles 
from Apress, Elsevier Science & 
Technology Books, IBM Press, John 
Wiley & Sons, McGraw-Hill, Microsoft 
Press, Oracle Press, Wrox Press and over 
120 others. This diverse publisher list 
ensures coverage across a wide range 
of technology topics, skill levels and 
instructional styles.

www.skillsoft.com

•  Obtain guidance, tips and workarounds on various programs and tools

•  Implement networking protocols and develop real-world applications

•  Apply best-practice principles for successful software management

•  Understand software testing techniques, processes and models

•  Build and maintain a data warehouse that integrates seamlessly with 
e-business requirements

Expert resources spanning the spectrum of technology topics
ITPro’s software, IT and technology content arms users with valuable 
explanations, proven techniques and in-depth coverage on subjects such as 
C#, Java, SOA, SQL, AJAX, CISA/CISM, Linux, IT governance, A+ certifi-
cation, e-commerce, virtualization, data mining, Microsoft® technologies, 
system administration, Web services and much more. Comprehensive titles 
present concepts in several perspectives and instructional formats to best 
serve diverse learning styles and experience levels. Select titles also feature 
LiveTables™, a Books24x7 productivity tool enabling users to save and 
download tables into any commonly used spreadsheet application for ready 
reference and manipulation. Topics covered include: 

•  Certification & Compliance

•  Databases

•  Computer Science

•  Desktop & Office Applications

•    Enterprise Computing

•  Graphic Design & Multimedia

•  Hardware

•  IBM Technologies

•  Internet & Web Development

•  Networks & Protocols

•  Operating Systems

•  Oracle Technologies

•  Programming Languages

•    Security

•  Software Engineering

•  Telecommunications


